MORE THAN 60 STORIES ABOUT WOMEN CHANGEMAKERS available to watch in March on WORLD Channel via your local PBS station and on WorldChannel.org: WORLDchannel.org/collection/womens-history-month. Discuss online at #ShattertheLens.

STORIES - WATCH ON WORLD CHANNEL
Watch WORLD Channel via your local PBS station or online for a treasure trove of programs for Women’s History Month, including the broadcast premieres of these new films:

- **March 4 WARRIOR WOMEN**
  Two generations of American Indian Movement activists reflect on the fight for indigenous rights. Now streaming exclusively on WORLD Channel.

- **March 10 ¡LAS SANDINISTAS!**
  Meet the women who shattered barriers to lead combat and social reform in Nicaragua.

- **March 11 HEATHER BOOTH: CHANGING THE WORLD**
  Learn how one of the leading political strategists in the U.S. organizes for change.

- **March 17 FACING THE DRAGON**
  Hear from Afghan women on the front lines as the U.S. withdraws forces and aid from Afghanistan.

- **March 24 DAZE OF JUSTICE**
  Cambodian-American women journey back to the killing fields to testify against the Khmer Rouge.

QUESTIONS FOR THOUGHTS AND DISCUSSION
1. What change would you like to make in the world for women and girls?
2. Who is your real-life heroine?
3. What would you like to ask your mother about her life?
4. What does being female mean to you?
5. Is being represented by a woman in government important to you?

FACTS TO CONSIDER
- When a country gives all its children secondary education, they cut their risk of war in half. Education is vital for security around the world because extremism grows alongside inequality. [SOURCE]
- Women do 2.6 times more unpaid care and domestic work than men, with only 41 per cent of the world’s mothers with newborns receiving maternity benefits. [SOURCE]
- American Indian and Alaska Native women experience higher rates of domestic violence and sexual assault than any other population of women in the US. [SOURCE]
- The Latin American countries with the highest representation of women in Congress are Cuba (53%), Bolivia (52%), and Mexico (48%). [SOURCE]

RESOURCES
- Madonna Thunder Hawk And Other Warrior Women Behind The American Indian Movement (AIM) Muskrat Magazine, 2018
- Afghans Hope for Long-Lasting Peace. Al Jazeera, 2019
- Daze of Justice. Making Contact Radio, 2018
- If We Can Organize, We Can Change Our World. TEDx Talks, 2017

More at WORLDchannel.org/collection/womens-history-month